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1. Introduction
One of the earliest contributions of the post-war development economics literature was
the characterization of developing countries as dualistic economies dominated by labor-surplus
conditions. The initial closed-economy models lead to inherently optimistic conclusions: Any
"unlimited supplies" of labor in the traditional, or agricultural, sector would be absorbed through
expansion of the modern sector expansion, and the economy would eventually "take off" into
sustained growth (Lewis 1954). More recent contributions have extended the Lewisian
conditions of a labor-surplus developing economy to "North-South" models of trade and capital
flows (e.g. Findlay, 1980, Burgstaller and Saavedra-Rivano, 1984) where “a growing industrial
North is linked to and transmits growth impulses to a primary-goods producing South via the
terms of trade and international capital mobility” (Findlay and Lundahl 1999, pp. 5-6). However,
other two-sector (agriculture and manufacturing), two-country models suggest that HeckscherOhlin trade conditions may also coincide with “unequal development” between two regions,
especially if one sector (manufacturing) is subject to increasing returns to scale. For example,
Krugman (1981, p. 149) has demonstrated how trade may reinforce and sustain the economic
dominance of the leading region, as "a small 'head start' for one region will cumulate over time,
with exports of manufactures from the leading region crowding out the industrial sector of the
lagging region." Similarly, Matsuyama (1992) establishes that, when a two-sector economy with
freely mobile labor opens to trade and has an initial comparative advantage in agriculture, a
negative link is establishing between rising agricultural productivity, manufacturing employment
and economic growth. In an open economy with more productive agriculture (relative to the rest
of the world) the agricultural sector squeezes out manufacturing, and the economy declines.
The following paper also explores trade and development linkages in a two-country, twosector setting that retains many of the standard features common to neoclassical North-South
models. However, we introduce four important innovations. First, although the agricultural
sector is perfectly competitive and produces a homogeneous good under constant returns to scale
production from land and labor, we introduce the "labor surplus" characteristics of a Lewisian
model. We represent this condition in the normal way be assuming that agricultural labor is
sufficiently abundant so that its average productivity equals the wage rate. Second, as in the case
of the models by Krugman (1981) and Matsuyama (1992), we allow for increasing returns to
scale in manufacturing, but at the firm and not the industry level. We assume that manufacturing
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is monopolistically competitive, and firms produce many varieties under increasing returns to
scale. Third, we allow for perfect labor mobility between the two sectors. This means that, given
the presence of labor surplus conditions in the agricultural sector, any increase in the labor force
is absorbed by manufacturing and not agriculture. Finally, unlike either Lewisian labor surplus
models or current North-South models, we consider explicitly the role of an increase in the fixed
factor, land. Under labor surplus conditions, an increase in the availability of land is the only
way that a rise in agricultural output per worker will occur.
Thus, the main aim of the following paper is to examine whether an increase in land and
agricultural productivity will lead to gains or losses from trade and development from the labor
surplus economy. We derive our main results assuming that the two trading partners are
symmetric: all parameters of the production and utility functions for both the home and foreign
country are identical. Only the change in the endowment of the home economy with land
introduces an asymmetry, which consistent with Heckscher-Ohlin conditions, also ensures that in
the new equilibrium the home country becomes an exporter of agricultural goods and a net
importer of manufactures. However, although the assumption of symmetry is analytically
convenient for tractability, we also show that our results do not change fundamentally when we
introduce the possibility that agricultural production in the foreign economy is not subject to
labor surplus conditions.
We begin with the simplest variant of the model in which the utility function of
consumers is quasi-linear such that the demands for domestic and foreign manufacturing
varieties are independent of income. This version produces a result similar to that of Matsuyama
(1992). An increase in agricultural productivity in the home country via a change in its land
endowment leads to an expansion in agricultural production and employment, and consequently
the manufacturing sector and employment contract. However, unlike in Matsuyama's model, we
have the additional effect that, although production and employment in the rest of the world (i.e.
the foreign country) is unchanged, foreign welfare also declines as consumers enjoy less
imported varieties. Thus both countries are worse off, and in fact suffer equal welfare losses.
We consider also an alternative version of quasi-linear preferences in which the demand
for the agricultural good is independent of income. The effects of a change in land in the home
country are unambiguous under two special cases only.
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In the case that demand for the agricultural commodity is very price inelastic in both
countries, an increase in the land endowment of the home country leads to a substantial increase
in the relative world price for manufactured goods, and as a result, workers shift from agriculture
to manufacturing. This leads to more product variety, and since the increase in agricultural
productivity exceeds the loss of labor, there is also a rise in agricultural output. Thus, everyone is
better off. This result produces a similar optimistic outcome for the labor surplus economy as the
original model of Lewis (1954), although our result depends on an entirely different mechanism
of an expansion in agricultural land rather than population growth and we obtain the usual open
economy condition that the more land abundant economy becomes the net agricultural exporter.
We also obtain unambiguous results in the case that a specific, fixed proportion of global
manufacturing labor income must be spent on agricultural goods. In this variant, an expansion of
land in the home country does not affect relative prices or foreign product variety, but it does
reduce manufacturing varieties produced domestically. There is a tradeoff between increased
agricultural goods and this decline in product variety. As a result, if the latter impacts dominate,
then welfare in both countries will decline.
In sum, we show that the effects of an increase in land availability on trade and
development in a labor surplus economy are subject to a number of possible outcomes.
Depending on modeling assumptions and parameters, these results can range from the
"immiserizing growth" depicted by Matsuyama (1992) to the optimistic "growth takeoff"
predicted by the original labor surplus model of Lewis (1954). In addition, we demonstrate that
these fundamental results will hold, even if only one trading partner (the home country) is
subject to labor surplus conditions. There are, however, a number of important extensions that
could be explored with this model, and we try to identify some of the more pertinent ones for
further research.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section develops the general features of the
two-sector, two-country trade model. Section 3 discusses the version of the model in which
demands for home and foreign manufacturing varieties are independent of income, and Section 4
examines the alternative case where the demand for agricultural goods is independent of income,
but demand for differentiated manufactured goods is income elastic. Section 5 extends this to a
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North-South trade model with differentiated countries. The concluding Section 6 makes some
final remarks.

2. The Model
In what follows, we will consider a two-country two-sector model of international trade.
The following section models the two sectors of the economy and the factor market. We then
proceed by looking at the simplest variant of the model: the utility function is quasilinear and the
demand for the manufactured good is independent of income. It will be shown that an increase in
the availability of land unambiguously leads to welfare losses. Afterwards, we consider a more
realistic version of the model in which demand for manufactured goods is income-independent.
We start with the assumption that the countries under consideration are perfectly
symmetric; all parameters of the production and utility functions are identical. Only the change
in the endowment of the home economy with land introduces an asymmetry. Later on, additional
asymmetries will be introduced. The model will be explained for the case of the domestic
economy. The corresponding equations for the foreign country follow by analogy. Variables of
the foreign country will be indicated by asterisks.
The countries produce two goods: an agricultural commodity and a manufactured good.
The agricultural commodity is the numéraire. Its price is unity, and the price of the manufactured
good as well as factor incomes is measured in terms of this numéraire. Let the total labor supply
in each country be 1 and let L denote the share of labor employed in manufacturing. Assuming
no unemployment, this means that (1-L) is employed in the rural sector.
2.1 Agriculture
Agricultural production requires two factors, land, N, and labor, 1-L. The two factors are
combined via a constant-returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production function to yield output QA
Q A = N α (1 − L)1−α ,

(1)

where α is the output elasticity of land. As mentioned in the introduction, there are no
conventional markets for land and rural labor. People living in the rural area appropriate land and
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harvest the fruit of their work on this land. Thus the income of a rural household, wA, measured
in units of the agricultural good, equals the average productivity of labor
w A = N α (1 − L )−α .

(2)

This relationship also implies that land rent is completely "dissipated"; i.e., all available land rent
is subsumed in the wage income of rural households. Note that factor remuneration according to
the marginal-productivity rule would change this condition only slightly: a factor (1-α), which is
less than one, would occur on the right-hand side of this equation. The marginal productivity is
less than the average productivity. This implies that rural labor supply is larger in a regime with
average-productivity remuneration than with marginal-productivity wages. The above conditions
constitute the labor surplus characteristics of the agricultural sector.
2.2 Manufacturing
We model the manufacturing sector following the monopolistic competition approach of
Dixit and Stiglitz (1977). Manufactured goods are produced under increasing returns to scale at
the firm level. There is a large variety of "similar" manufactured goods, the number or "mass" of
these commodities being n in the home country and n* in the foreign country. Manufactured
varities are good substitutes for each other and consumers like variety. We will later on model
consumer utility explicitly, employing two different assumptions concerning individual
preferences for commodities. For the time being, it is sufficient to note that the inverse market
demand function for a representative manufacturing variety is
p = ξq γ −1 ,

(3)

where γ is a parameter of the utility function, 0 < γ <1, and ξ is a parameter taken as given by the
individual producer which contains income effects and a general price index. From 0 < γ <1, it
follows that the demand for this variety is price elastic: (γ-1)-1 < -1.
The production process uses labor as the only factor of production. We assume increasing
returns to scale at the firm level. The total labor employed by a representative firm is

l = F + vq ,

(4)

where F denotes the fixed labor requirement necessary to produce this variety, q is the output
and v is a constant. With wM being the wage rate in the manufacturing sector, the total cost of
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producing q is ( F + vq) w M . Using the inverse demand function (3), the representative firm's
profits turn out to be

π = ξq γ − (F + vq )w M .
The firm maximizes profits with respect to output, q. The first-order condition is p = γ −1vw M ,
where p has been inserted for ξq γ −1 . This yields the standard result that each firm charges a
monopoly mark-up over marginal cost and the mark-up factor is γ -1 > 1. The mark-up pricing
equation can be re-written such that the price of the manufactured good determines the wage rate
in this sector

wM =

pγ
.
v

(5)

Free entry and exit lead to zero profits. Together with (5), this determines the output per firm

q=

γ
1−γ

F
.
v

(6)

This result is also standard for a Dixit-Stiglitz model of monopolistic competition. The output of
the firm depends on the parameter of the demand function and on the ratio of fixed to variable
costs. Since these parameters of the model do not change, q is constant and does not depend on
prices or other variables that might be affected by changes in factor endowments. In addition,
given the assumption that the parameters are the same at home and abroad, it follows that q*=q.
2.3 Product Variety and Labor Market Equilibrium
Product variety is limited by the scarcity of the factors required for production of
manufactured goods. Thus L=nl. Inserting for l and using (6) to eliminate q yields

L=

nF
.
1−γ

(7)

Total labor demand in manufacturing is determined by fixed cost, the number of firms, and the
preference parameter γ. Although we have increasing returns at the firm level, there are constant
returns to scale at the industry level in the monopolistically competitive equilibrium. As we have
shown, the output of each firm depends on exogenous parameters and is constant. Labor demand
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in manufacturing is linearly increasing in the number of varieties and thus in the total output of
the industry.
We assume that workers are mobile within countries but not across national borders.
Intersectoral mobility implies equal wages in the two sectors, i.e. wM=wA=w. From (2) and (5),
we have that
α

γ

 N 
w= p=
 .
v
1− L 

(8)

This result is depicted in Figure 1. The horizontal axis shows the domestic economy's
labor supply and its allocation to the two sectors. The wage rate in agriculture is a decreasing
function of rural employment since average productivity (AP) is a declining function of labor

wA

wM

AP'
AP

MP

γp
v

1-L

L

Figure 1: The labor market in the home country
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input. The horizontal line is the manufacturing wage, which from (8) is proportional to the price
of the manufactured good. It will be shown later that this price is indeed independent of the
allocation of labor. The intersection point of the wage rate and the AP curve determines the
migration equilibrium and the allocation of labor between the two sectors. If the agricultural
wage is instead determined by marginal productivity (MP), the rural labor demand curve would
be lower and less labor would be employed in agriculture. The distance between these two
equilibria determines the amount of agricultural surplus labor. In a competitive economy, the
welfare loss due to the existence of any surplus labor would be the shaded triangle.1
Equation (8) is essential for the derivation of the key comparative static results of our
model. If the effects of a change in land endowment, N, on the price, p, (and on the foreign price,
p*) are known, then the effects of a change in N on the labor market can be determined. Then the
effects on product variety follow from equation (7) and its foreign equivalent. In order to derive
these price effects, however, a closer look at the demand side is required. The next two sections
examine in turn two different scenarios concerning consumer preferences: a utility function with
quasilinear preferences in agricultural consumption and a utility function with the manufactured
good as a luxury commodity.

3. Preferences: A Utility Function Quasilinear in Agricultural Consumption

The first scenario is a quasilinear utility function. Let A denote the demand for
agricultural goods and let the utility of a representative individual, U, be
U = A+

(nc
γ
1

γ

)

+ n * mγ ,

where c denotes consumer demand for a representative domestic variety of the manufactured
good and m stands for import demand for a representative foreign variety. As before n and n* are
the domestic and foreign numbers of varieties. The parameter γ measures the degree to which
consumers regard different varieties as substitutes, and (1-γ)-1 is the elasticity of substitution
among varieties. Assume that commodities are internationally tradable at negligible cost. Then
the budget constraint of the representative consumer is
1

The shift from AP to AP' will be discussed in the next section of the paper.
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w = A + npc + n * p * m

with w denoting labor income. As already explained, land rent is considered as a part of rural
labor income, and is subsumed in the factor remuneration equation (2). Inserting the budget
constraint into the utility function gives
U = w+

(
nc γ + n * m γ ) − npc − n * p * m .
γ
1

2

(9)

Via utility maximization, consumer demand functions for domestic and foreign varieties are then
determined respectively as
1

c= p

γ −1

(10a)

and
m = p*

1
γ −1

.

(10b)

Indirect utility turns out to be
γ
γ 

1 − γ  γ −1
γ −1 
U = w+
np
+ n* p*  ,
γ 




(11)

which is decreasing in prices and increasing in product variety and wage income.
Using the demand functions for domestic and foreign goods in the two countries, one can
derive the market demands for representative domestic and foreign varieties of the manufactured
good. There is intra-industry trade like in Krugman (1979 and 1980). For the home country,

2

Note that this is a simplified version of the original utility function. Originally, each individual faces
the possibility to choose from a continuum of commodities and the utility function is
n*
n*
 n
n
1
γ
γ 
U = Y +  (c(i ) ) di + (m(i ) ) di  − p(i )c(i )di − p * (i )m(i )di .
γ

0
0
 0
0
To save on notation, we use (9) instead. It is a standard result, that all prices p(i) and all consumer
demands c(i) and m(i) are identical ex post if these commodities are produced via the same
technological processes. We do not derive this result again, but use it to simplify notation from the
beginning.

∫

∫

∫

∫
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market demand for a variety is the sum of domestic demand and foreign demand, q=c+m*, and
for the foreign country, q*=c*+m. Using equations (6), (10a), and (10b), we can establish that
 γF 

p = p* = 
 2(1 − γ )v 

γ −1

,

(12)

where p=p* follows from q=q*. The scalor 2 in the denominator is explained by the fact that the
total size of the labor force in both countries, which determines global demand, is 2.
We will now introduce a change in the land endowment in the domestic economy. This
may be interpreted literally, e.g. that additional land becomes available by extending the “land
frontier” of the economy.3 The change in land endowment may, however, also represent a
change in agricultural productivity as is evident from (2). The standard intuition is that such a
change relaxes the economy's resource constraint and is, therefore, welfare-improving. The
following proposition shows that this is not true for our model.
Proposition 1
Assume that utility is linear in agricultural demand. Then an increase in land has the
following effects:
(a) The prices of manufactured goods and the number of foreign varieties remain
constant.
(b) Labor leaves the manufacturing sector such that the labor-land ratio remains constant
in agriculture:
d (1 − L) 1 − L
=
dN
N

(13a)

(c) The number of domestic varieties is reduced:

(1 − γ )(1 − L)
dn
=−
dN
FN

(13b)

(d) Welfare is reduced in both countries.
3

See Findlay and Lundahl (1999) for discussion of how this "expanding" land frontier has influenced
economic development historically. In the US, settlers moved westward in the 19th century and
appropriated arable land in the west, ranging from the prairies to the Pacific Coast. Similar rapid arable
land expansion also occurred in other "regions of recent settlement" in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, notably Canada, Argentina and Australia. In many of today’s developing countries the land
frontier is still being extended by clear-cutting tropical forests and converting wetlands and other
"natural" habitat (Barbier 2005).
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(e) The home country becomes an exporter of agricultural goods and a net importer of
manufactured goods.

Proof: Constancy of prices in (a) follows from (11). With a constant foreign price, the foreign
equivalent of equation (8) implies that L* is constant. Constancy of n* then follows from (7).
Part (b) follows from (8). Part (c) then follows from (12a) and (7). The part (d) result, that both
countries are worse off, follows from the fact that indirect utility, equation (10), is increasing in
product variety, (11). Part (e) follows from the fact that m=m* (since p=p*). Since n is reduced,
nm*<n*m in the new equilibrium. Foreign imports of manufactured goods are smaller than
domestic imports.■
Explanation. Figure 1 can be used to illustrate Proposition 1. The increase in land endowment
causes the AP curve to shift upwards to AP'. As additional land becomes available, rural labor income is increased and people move into the agricultural sector to appropriate this land. Prices of
manufactured goods, however, remain constant since the quasilinear utility function implies that
demand for manufactured goods is income inelastic. Thus, the change in rural labor income has
no effects on the market for manufactured goods. Since prices of manufactured goods remain
unchanged, foreign producers have no incentives to change their supply. Constant manufacturedgoods prices moreover imply constant industrial wages. As more and more people move into the
rural sector, rural incomes decline. In the long-term migration equilibrium, which is to the right
of the original equilibrium, rural wages equal manufacturing wages once again. People have the
same incomes as in the initial equilibrium, but more people than before reside in the rural region.
Output of agricultural commodities has increased. Manufactured-goods output has been reduced
via a reduction in the number of varieties. Since consumers love variety, they experience welfare
losses. This affects not only domestic but also foreign consumers. Thus, everyone is worse off.
Trade evolves according to the standard Heckscher-Ohlin patterns. The home country, which is
now more abundant in land, exports the land-intensive commodity.
The welfare loss is a typical second-best result. Surplus labor in agriculture implies that
relaxing the restriction of land availability has harmful effects. Additional workers are drawn
into a sector that is already characterized by surplus labor. The marginal worker's productivity in
agriculture is less than the value of her productivity in manufacturing. Thus, it is not surprising
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that welfare effects are negative for the home country.4 It is surprising, however, that the foreign
country loses, too. In standard factor-proportions models of international trade, the other country
would always benefit when domestic factor endowments are changed in a symmetric equilibrium. It would move from autarky to trade and it would benefit from the possibility to import
agricultural commodities at low prices. In our model, in contrast, there is trade in the initial
equilibrium already. This trade results in a large number of varieties that foreign consumers can
choose from. As domestic labor force moves to agriculture, product variety is reduced and
consumers in the foreign consumers find themselves worse off – as do domestic consumers.
Can this result be generalized? Three possibilities are considered: asymmetries across
countries, i.e. a North-South model, a neoclassical labour market in the home country's instead of
a Lewisian market, and alternative utility functions.
First, one might wish to discard the assumption of symmetry. Our model assumes that
both countries are developing countries with a Lewisian agricultural sector in which labor is
remunerated according to average productivity. One alternative is that the foreign country is an
industrial country with a neoclassical rural labor market and – perhaps – higher levels of
productivity in the two sectors. It can easily be seen that all these changes do not affect the
model's results as long as both countries have identical quasilinear utility functions. In this case,
prices for differentiated goods still depend only on technical parameters, the γ parameter of the
utility function and on the number of households. If these parameters are constant, relative prices
are constant. It follows that industrial wages are constant, too. Thus, migration of domestic
workers to the rural sector can have no effects on income. As in the symmetric model, the only
effect relevant for consumer welfare in both countries is the loss of variety.
Second, one might assume that the home country has neoclassical rural labor and land
markets. The factor-price equations are
α

 N 
w = (1 − α )
 ,
1− L 
A

4

(14a)

This result is closely related to Johnson’s (1967) immiserizing growth result. In Johnson’s analysis, the
distortion was due to a tariff that protected the growing sector and lead to an extensive use of factors in
this sector.
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 N 
r = α

1− L 

α −1

,

(14b)

where r denotes land rent. With a change in domestic land endowment, parts (a), (b), and (c) of
Proposition 1 remain unchanged. This implies that the rural land-labor ratio is constant and,
therefore, r is constant, too. Land rent income, rN, however, is increased and this affects the
welfare result:
Proposition 2
Assume that utility is linear in agricultural demand and let the factor wages in agriculture
equal their marginal productivities. Then the welfare effects of an increase in land are
ambiguous in the home country and negative in the foreign country.

Proof. The welfare loss of the foreign country follows from the fact, that from its perspective the
only variable that changes is the number of domestic varieties. The result for the home country is
proved in Appendix A.1.■
Explanation. The increase in land rent raises real income, which is beneficial. However, the
resulting welfare gains may still be offset by the loss of product variety, in particular if varieties
are bad substitutes for each other and consumers have a strong preference for a large degree of
product variety. In contrast to the traditional immiserizing-growth argument developed by
Johnson (1967), the possibility of welfare losses arises from imperfect competition in the sector
not affected by factor expansion. The welfare loss spills over to the other country via a loss of
variety.
Finally, one might wish to look at alternative specification of preferences. From the discussion of the effects of potential changes in the model assumptions, it becomes obvious that the
quasilinearity of the utility function is decisive for the results. The quasilinear utility function
used here implies that all additional income is spent on food and that, therefore, prices remain
unchanged. Unfortunately, the assumption of quasilinear utility is not particularly realistic. In
reality, one would expect food to be a good satisfying basic needs, i.e. having a low income
elasticity, and demand for manufactured goods to capture the major share of additional
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expenditure when income is increased. The next section will be devoted to an alternative
specification of the model in which the manufactured good, not food, is a luxury good.

4. Alternative Preferences: The Manufactured Good as a Luxury Good

Assume a utility function of the following type
1
A1−δ − 1
γ
γ γ
U =
+ (nc + n * m ) ,
1−δ

(15)

where δ > 0. If δ = 1, the first component of the utility function is lnA. Note that the second
component of the utility function is linearly homogenous in c and m. Again note that this is a
short representation of a more complicated utility function including an integral of individualvariety utilities over the range of available varieties. The budget constraint is the same as before
(equation (9)). Utility maximization gives the demand equations and the results derived in
Section 2 can be used to determine the equilibrium (see Appendix A.2)
p = p*

(16a)

w = w*

(16b)

c = m = c* = m* =
A = A* = (n + n *)

q q*
=
2
2
γ −1
γδ

(n + n *) pq + 2 A = 2w

(16c)

1

p

δ

(16d)
(16e)

Equality of prices, (16a), follows from symmetry and the absence of transport costs. Wages,
(16b), are determined by prices. Symmetry and the absence of transport cost also imply that
imports, exports, and consumption of domestically produced goods are equal in both countries,
(16c). Equation (16d) shows that the demand for the agricultural good is income-independent.
The price elasticity depends on the preference parameter δ. Since p is the price of the
manufactured good in terms of the agricultural good, the demand for agricultural commodities is
increasing in p. Moreover, demand for agricultural commodities is a decreasing function of
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manufactured goods variety (n+n*). Equation (16e) is the budget constraint for world income,
the left-hand side being expenditure and the right-hand side being income.
Inserting into (16e) for w, from equation (5), for q from equation (6), and for A from
equation (16d), we have
γ −1

γ

γδ

F
(n + n *) = 2 (n + n *) p δ
p 2 −
v  1− γ


1

(17)

as a condition for the goods-market equilibrium. Besides p, the other two unknowns in (17) are n
and n*. These variables are determined via the rural labor market condition (8) and its foreign
analogue. Noting that prices and wages are internationally identical, the domestic and foreign
factor market equilibrium equations can be rewritten slightly

γ

α

α

 (1 − γ ) N 
 N 
 ,
p=
 = 
v
1− L 
 1 − γ − nF 

γ

(18)
α

α

 (1 − γ ) N * 
 N* 
 .
p=
 = 
v
1− L *
1− γ − n * F 

(18*)

Equations (17), (18), and (18*) determine the equilibrium of this model. The three unknowns are
p, n, and n*. Total differentiation yields the comparative static effects of a change in domestic
land endowment. We assume that the two countries are symmetric initially, i.e. n = n*, before N
is changed. Moreover, we use (2), (5), and (6) to simplify some of the elements of the resulting
matrix of partial derivatives.
 2γ (1 − L ) 2 A

−
v
δp


γ

v

γ


v


(1 − γ )A −

Fw
1− γ
γδn
α Fw
−
(1 − γ )(1 − L )
0

(1 − γ )A −



γδn
 dp   0 
  w

0
dn

 =  α  dN

 dn *   0N 
 
α Fw


−

(1 − γ )(1 − L ) 
Fw
1− γ

(19)

Closer inspection of the matrix on the left-hand side yields
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Proposition 3
Assume that utility is linear manufactured goods. Then an increase in land has ambiguous
effects on the price of manufactured goods and on product variety. The changes in the
price of manufactured and the number of foreign varieties have the same signs.

Proof: Inspection of the matrix on the left-hand side shows that the sign of its determinant is
ambiguous. The adjoints for all three variables have ambiguous signs, too, since the first-row
elements of the matrix can be positive or negative.
Explanation. Complex general-equilibrium effects may cause ambiguous results. The changes in
prices and the number of foreign varieties display the same sign because the price spill-over from
the domestic to the foreign manufactured goods market induces changes in foreign supply.
To illustrate the results, we look at two special cases. Details on the derivation of the results
are in Appendix A3. Graphical illustrations of the two scenarios are provided in Figure 2.
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wM

wA
E 1*

w1

E1

w0

E0

E2

AP'
AP

1-L

L

Figure 2: Comparative statics with income dependent demand for
manufactured goods

Due to the symmetry assumption, the diagram can represent the comparative static results
for both countries. In the home country, the average-productivity curve (AP) is shifted upward;
in the foreign country its location is unchanged.
•

Case 1: δ → ∞ . Equation (16d) shows that demand for agricultural goods is very price
inelastic for this case. The comparative statics are unambiguous:
dp
dn
dn *
> 0,
> 0 , and
> 0.
dN
dN
dN
Because of the inelastic demand for agricultural products, the price cut necessary to reestablish the equilibrium after the increase in food production due to land expansion is
drastic. Relative prices for manufactured goods increase substantially, and manufacturing
wages also rise (from w0 to w1 in Figure 2). Consequently, workers move into the
manufacturing sector, and there are more workers in the differentiated-goods sectors of both
countries. This leads to an increase in product variety. As depicted in Figure 2, the new
equilibrium in the home country is E1, whereas the new equilibrium in the foreign country is
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E1*. Domestic agricultural output in the home country has increased since the effect of
additional land exceeds the effect from the loss of agricultural labor. In addition, the home
country is more land-abundant and becomes an agricultural exporter. This means that more
agricultural output is also available to the foreign country via trade. Thus, everyone is better
off due to the increase in global agricultural output and product variety.
•

Case 2: L =

1− γ
in the initial equilibrium. Appendix A3 shows that the second and
1 − γ + δγ

third-column elements of the matrix on the left-hand side of equation (19) cancel out and,
therefore,
dp
dn *
dn / n
1− L
δγ
=0,
= 0 and
=−
.
=−
dN / N
L
1− γ
dN
dN

Thus, it is possible to obtain the same result as in the case of income-independent demand
for manufactured goods. As shown in Figure 2, the wage level remains unchanged at w0.
Consequently, the foreign equilibrium remains the same, but equilibrium for the home
country shifts from E0 to E2. The constancy of the wage is unexpected at a first glance. It can
be explained as follows. The first-round effect of the increase in land endowment is an
increase in rural income and in the supply of agricultural goods. This implies a rise in the
demand and the price of manufactured goods. However, by setting a particular value of L,
the model has been calibrated such that the effects of product variety on the goods-market
equilibrium cancel out. Demand for food is declining in product variety whereas expenditure
on manufactured goods is increased. If these effects neutralize each other and the price has
changed, the goods market must be in disequilibrium. The equilibrium is reestablished by
the price falling back to its original level. If the price is at its original level, however, there
are no incentives in the foreign country to produce additional varieties. The degree of
domestic product variety is reduced since labor has moved to the rural sector.
Welfare effects can be established easily for the scenario when manufactures are a luxury
good:
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Proposition 4
Assume that all additional income is used for manufactured goods. Then the welfare effects
of an increase in land are ambiguous. It is possible that both countries gain and that both
countries lose.
Proof. In case 1, both countries are better off as has been shown already. In case 2, both

countries lose. The latter result is shown in the appendix (A4).■
Explanation. The particular assumptions made about the parameters of the model to construct

case 2 have the consequence that the positive impact on welfare of an increase in food
consumption is always dominated by the negative impact of the loss of variety.
Thus, we have established that the possibility of bilateral welfare losses is not restricted
to the quasilinear version of the model, in which demand for manufactured goods is inelastic. Of
course, one would expect that this result carries over to small deviations from quasilinearity, i.e.
to scenarios in which this income elasticity is positive, but small. Here, however, we have
established that welfare losses are possible even if the income elasticity is large, i.e. if at given
prices all additional income is spent on goods produced in the manufacturing sector. The
question remains as to whether this result carries over to asymmetric countries. This is the
subject of the following section.

5. North-South Trade

Do the results of Proposition 4 hold if the assumption of symmetric countries is relaxed,
i.e. if we consider a North-South model, in which the North is more productive than the South
and in which only the South is characterised by Lewisian surplus labor in the agricultural sector?
Let the foreign country be the North. In particular, we assume that
v*<v and F*<F, but F*/v*=F/v,

(20a)

α

 N* 
w * = (1 − α )
 ,
1− L *
A

(20b)

and
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 N* 
r* = α 

1− L *

α −1

,

(20c)

where r* is the foreign land rent. Land-rent income, R*, is then:
 N* 
R* = αN * 

1− L *

α −1

=

α
w * (1 − L *)
1−α

(20d)

The assumption on fixed and variable costs, (20a), implies that the foreign country has a
Ricardian comparative advantage in the manufacturing sector but the fixed-to-variable-cost ratio
is unchanged. (20b) and (20c) indicate that factor remunerations equal their marginal value
products, and (20d) follows from (20c) and the fact that the income shares of workers and land
owners in the rural sector are α and 1-α, respectively.
The assumption made about the fixed-to-variable-cost ratio implies that equation (6),
determining q, holds for both countries, i.e. q=q*. It then follows from the absence of
transportation costs and from the equal substitution elasticities between domestic and foreign
manufactured goods that p=p*.5 For A and A*, we still have
A = A* = (n + n *)

γ −1
γδ

1

δ

p ,

(16d)

but the global economy's budget constraint is now

(n + n *) pq + 2 A = w + w * + R *

(21)

Inserting for A from (16d), for R* from (20d), for w and w* from (5) and its foreign analogue,
respectively, for q from (6), for L* from (7), and noting that v/v*=F/F* yields
γ −1

1

γδ

δ
v
F 
n * 
 n +
 = 2(n + n *) p .
−
p 1 +
(1 − α ) 
v  v * (1 − α ) (1 − γ ) 

γ

(22)

This is a generalisation of (17), where v/v*>1 on the left-hand side accounts for the fact that
North's wages are larger than South's and the terms (1-α) in the numerators reflect that foreign
income contains a land rent, which is not dissipated by average-productivity remuneration of
labor.

5

The algebraic deviation of the results of the previous chapter in Appendix A.2 carries over to this case as well.
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Equation (18) remains unchanged, but is now denoted as (23), and its foreign equivalent
is changed by a factor (1-α) due to marginal-productivity wages in the foreign agricultural
sector. This yields (23*):
α

α

γ

 (1 − γ ) N 
 N 
 ,
p=
 = 
v
1− L 
 1 − γ − nF 

(23)
α

α

γ

 (1 − γ ) N * 
 N* 
 .
p = (1 − α )
 = (1 − α )
v*
1− L *
1− γ − n * F *

(23*)

Assume that both countries are equally endowed with land, N*=N. From (23) and (23*), it then
follows that
α

α

1− γ − n * F *
v*
1− L *
 = (1 − α ) .

 = 
v
 1− L 
 1 − γ − nF 

(24)

Since the right-hand side is less than one, L*>L. Moreover, since F*<F, it follows that n*>n.
Thus we have:
Proposition 5
Assume that both countries are equally well endowed with land and that the foreign
country has marginal-productivity wages in agriculture and/or a comparative advantage
in manfacturing. Then manufacturing employment and the number of varieties are larger
in the foreign than in the home country.
Explanation. This is a variant of Ricardo's theorem of comparative advantage. The foreign

country specializes in the production the manufactured good, uses more labor in this industry,
and produces a larger number of varieties. This effect is reinforced by the absence of surplus
labor in the rural sector of the foreign country.
Total differentiation of (22), (23), and (23*) yields
γ 
v 1− L * 2 A 2(1− γ )A Fw
 1− L +
−
−
v * 1−α  δp γδ (n + n *) 1 − γ
v 

γ
αFw
−

(1− γ )(1− L)
v

γ

0

v*



Fw
2(1− γ )A

−
γδ (n + n *) (1 − γ )(1 −α )  dp   0 

  w
(25)
0
 dn  = α dN.
N


 
αF * w*
 dn*  0 
−
(1− γ )(1− L *) 
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It is seen that the symmetric case discussed in the previous section is a special case of the NorthSouth model investigated here. The matrix on the left-hand side of (19), representing the
symmetric model, is obtained by setting v*=v, F*=F, L*=L, n*=n, w*=w and omitting (1-α) in
equation (25). As in the symmetric case, the sign of the determinant of the matrix on the lefthand side is ambiguous.
In order to show that negative welfare effects are possible, construct a case analogous to
Case 2 in the previous section of the paper. Assume that the following condition is satisfied:

2(1 − γ )A
Fw
=
.
γδ (n + n *) 1 − γ

(26)

This implies that the first-row second-column element in the matrix on the left-hand side of (25)
vanishes and the following proposition follows:
Proposition 6
If (26) holds, which is possible for particular combinations of parameters, it follows that
dp/dN=dn*/dN=0 and dn/dN<0. Thus, since relative prices and foreign product variety
are unchanged, the loss of domestic product variety implies a welfare loss for both
countries as a consequence of an increase in domestic land endowment.

Proof. If (26) holds, then the adjoints of the matrix in (25) for dp/dN and dn*/dN vanish and
dn
FN
. Appendix A4 can be used to show that, despite the increase in resources,
=−
(1 − γ )(1 − L )
dN

welfare is negatively affected. The results derived for the symmetric case carry over to the
North-South model. It remains to be shown that condition (26) is feasible. This is done in
Appendix A5.
Thus, it has been shown that the result derived initially for a world with identical
countries with agricultural surplus labor and income-inelastic demand for manufactured goods
generalizes to a North-South model of international trade in which demand for manufactured
goods is very income elastic. Increased availability of natural resources may deteriorate welfare.
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6. Final Remarks

The paper has shown that agricultural development is not always beneficial to an open
economy – and to its trading partner as well. The underlying reason is that, due to income and
price effects the agricultural expansion may lead to a loss of manufacturing output. This reduces
product variety and, if consumers value variety, welfare, too. We started from a very simple
version of the model with quasilinear preferences and symmetric countries and were able to
show that the results carry over to scenarios that are more complex and more realistic.
In our model, additional land fell from heaven like manna. This might be realistic for an
economy like the US in the 19th century, which expanded westwards and appropriated open land
until the Pacific Coast was reached. In developing countries, however, land expansion often
involves substantial social costs, in particular if the new land is gained by clear-cutting tropical
forests, consequences being soil degradation, flooding, changing of local climates and biodiversity loss. Of course, such social costs, if not internalized, add another second-best
component to the model which makes land development even more harmful. As already
mentioned, another interpretation of our land-expansion model is technological progress in the
agricultural sector. This progress does also not come about automatically but requires the use of
scarce factors of production. This cost has been neglected in our model. However, we have
shown that the country may still be worse off if the technological improvements are transferred
for free, e.g. in terms of foreign development aid.
Nevertheless the results are still limited due to the comparative-static nature of the model.
In reality, development is not restricted to the expansion of agriculture but is embedded in a
more general development process in which manufacturing productivity is increased as well. We
do not think, however, that the basic message of the paper would be altered if the land expansion
issue would be discussed in the framework of a dynamic development model that explicitly deals
with economic growth. Again, a faster development of the agricultural sector can be harmful to
the economy.
Despite its limitations, the model developed in this paper produces two alternative
frontier-led development outcomes that may accord with two different historical eras in which
such development was prominent.
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The first era occurred during the "Golden Age of Resource-Based Development" of
1870-1914, Findlay and Lundahl (1999, p. 16) note that all four "regions of recent settlement"
during the Golden Age, Argentina, Australia, Canada and the United States, displayed a similar
pattern of economic development: “All of them based their export activities on the existence of
an unexploited land frontier, all of them received both capital and labor from abroad and all of
them were in the process of industrializing as World War I broke out.” For these four countries
during the Golden Age, the "win-win" result obtained by one version of our model where
agricultural land expansion leads to both a rise in agricultural output and exports as well as
expansion of manufacturing production and employment appears to be appropriate. In essence,
for these four economies the optimistic "growth takeoff" of the original labor surplus model of
Lewis (1954) occurred, but through the process of land expansion as depicted in our model and
not through population growth as the original Lewis model suggested. What is more, as predicted
by our model, during the Gold Age there was a general world economic boom, in which the
"industrial core" of Western Europe also benefited from manufacturing expansion and trade with
primary-product exporters (Taylor and Williamson 1994). A recent study pointing to the
empirical relevance of our results is Francois, van Meijl and van Tongeren (2005). They analyze
the effects of global trade liberalization by means of a computable general equilibrium model
that includes aspects of product diversity and intra-industry trade and find that China will lose
due to unfavorable patterns of specialization. It is shown that China will expand its textile
industry at the expense of the metal and electrotechnical industries, where increasing returns to
scale and product diversity are more pronounced. The textile industry in their empirical study
corresponds to the rural sector in this paper. This indicates that our considerations concerning
agriculture may well generalize to other traditional sectors that are characterized by product
homogeneity and absence of substantial returns to scale.
Frontier agricultural expansion is also prominent in the current era for many of the
poorest economies of the world, which are located predominantly in tropical regions. However,
for these countries frontier land expansion appears to be serving mainly as an outlet for the rural
poor, and is symptomatic of a pattern of economy-wide resource exploitation that: a) generates
little additional rents, and b) what rents are generated tend to be dissipated rather than reinvested
in more productive and dynamic sectors, such as manufacturing (Barbier 2005). As a
consequence, in present-day developing economies frontier land expansion and resource
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exploitation is less likely to be associated with successful economic development.6 This outcome
is perhaps best captured in our model scenario where, for the home country at least, any increase
in agricultural goods from frontier land expansion fails to compensate for the decline in
manufacturing varieties produced domestically. The country specializes in but fails to benefit
from land-extensive exports, and the manufacturing sector may actually decline. This outcome
corresponds to the "immiserizing growth" outcome from increased agricultural productivity as
analyzed by Matsuyama (1992); however, once again the source of the increase in productivity is
an expansion in the agricultural land endowment as depicted in our model.
Since we used a trade model to derive our results, the question arises whether trade
restrictions are advisable in cases where land expansion generates harmful welfare results. Two
cases have to be distinguished here. The first case is closely related to what has been analyzed in
this paper: the land expansion is exogenous. With exogenous land expansion, the results for the
land-expanding country carry over to the closed economy – at least qualitatively. The other
country of course can insulate its economy from shocks in the rest of the world by being
autarchic. However, having no trade at all is worse than trading with a land-expanding country.
The other case is the one in which trade liberalization causes land expansion. This is what freetraders have in mind when they argue that industrialized countries should give up protection of
their agricultural markets to open new perspectives for developing countries. Of course, the issue
cannot be dealt within the framework of our model since endogenous land expansion, requiring
scarce resources, is outside the scope of our model. This is an interesting question for future
research. Our intuition is that trade is better than autarky, but that in some situations restricted
trade may be better than free trade.
Thus, a policy conclusion from our paper is that land expansion and the strive for
productivity increases in agriculture may be harmful not only to the country under consideration
but also to its trading partners if agricultural development is not accompanied by development of
manufacturing industries as well. A path of trade liberalization that leads to large expansion of
agricultural production in developing countries may be welfare-deteriorating.

6

For example, Barbier (2005) provides statistical evidence of a negative correlation between gross domestic product
(GDP) per capita and a measure of long-run agricultural expansion over 1961-1994 for all tropical countries and for
low and lower middle-income tropical countries.
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Appendix
A.1 Proof of Proposition 2

The welfare function is changed such that
γ
γ

1 − γ  γ −1
γ −1 
U = rN + w +
np + n * p *
.

γ 


(10')

Its derivative with respect to N, noting that r, w, p, n*, and p* are constant and using (12b) for
dn/dN is

(1 − γ ) (1 − L) p γ −1 .
dU
=r−
dN
γFN
γ

2

To show ambiguity, a numerical example is sufficient. Thus assume, v=(1−α)γ and
F=2(1-α)(1-γ). From (10), we have that p=1 and from (5) that w=1-α. From (13a) we then have

1-L=N. Then r = α . Thus,

(1 − γ ) = α − 1 − γ .
dU
=α −
dN
γF
2γ (1 − α )
2

If γ is close to 1, i.e. if different varieties are good substitutes, the welfare effect is positive. If γ
is close to zero, i.e. if substitutability is low, then it is negative.■

A.2 Derivation of Equations (16a-e)

Using a Lagrangean approach to maximize utility, (14), subject to the budget constraint, (9), the
first-order conditions of utility maximization are:
A −δ = λ ,

(A1)
1−γ

(

)

(

)

c γ −1 nc γ + n * m γ

m γ −1 nc γ + n * m γ

γ

1−γ

γ

= λp ,

(A2)

= λp * ,

(A3)
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with λ as the Lagrangean multiplier. The usual techniques, described for instance in Baldwin et
al. (2003), are employed to eliminate λ. This gives the domestic consumer demand functions for
domestic and foreign manufactured goods.

(w − A ) p

c=

1
γ −1

γ

(A4)

γ

np γ −1 + n * p * γ −1
1

(w − A ) p *

m=

γ −1

γ

(A5)

γ

np γ −1 + n * p * γ −1
The numerator contains a variant of the price index that occurs generally in Dixit-Stiglitz-type
models. (A4) and (A5) and their foreign analogues can be used to determine market demand
functions for individual varieties using q = c + m * and q* = c * + m .
w − A + w* −A*

q=

γ

γ

1

p

γ −1

,

(A6)

np γ −1 + n * p *γ −1

q* =

w − A + w* −A*
γ

γ

1

γ −1

p*

.

(A6*)

np γ −1 + n * p *γ −1
The fractions on the right hand sides contain the general price index in the denominator and the
income to be spent on manufactured goods in the numerator. From the point of view of an
individual producer, these terms are taken as given such that the single firms still face inverse
market demand curves p = ξq γ −1 and p* = ξq *γ −1 . They are identical for the two countries and,
thus, q=q* implies p* = p. In a symmetric equilibrium, the equality of prices implies w=w* via
equation (2).
Using the equality of prices in the two countries, (A4) and (A5) can be rewritten:

c=m=

w− A
(n + n *) p

(A7)
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c* = m* =

w* −A*
(n + n *) p

(A.7*)

Using p=p* in (A6) yields:

p=

w − A + w* −A*
(n + n *)q

A is obtained from via (A1) and (A2). After eliminating the shadow price λ, one can use (A7) to
substitute for c and m.
A = (n + n *)

γ −1
γδ

1

p

δ

(A8)

A=A* follows from the fact that p=p*.

A3 Results for the special cases in Section 3
Case 1: δ → ∞ . The terms in the first row containing δ vanish, such that (19) becomes
 2γ (1 − L)

v


γ

v

γ


v


Fw
1−γ
αFw
−
(1 − γ )(1 − L )
−

0



 dp   0 

  w
0
 dn  = α N dN


 
αFw
 dn *  0 
−

(1 − γ )(1 − L ) 
−

Fw
1−γ

(A9)

The determinant of the matrix on the left-hand side, H1, is
det H 1 = −

2(1 − α )αγ (Fw)2

It then follows that

Case 2: L =

(1 − γ )2 v(1 − L )

<0.

dp
dn
dn *
> 0,
> 0 , and
> 0.
dN
dN
dN

1− γ
. This can be rewritten as (1 − γ )(1 − L ) = δγL . In the symmetric initial
1 − γ + δγ

equilibrium, agricultural goods are not traded internationally. Thus, due to average-productivity
wages, the income of rural workers equals the domestic demand for agricultural commodities:
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(1-L)w=A. Using this to substitute for (1-L) implies
L, we obtain

(1 − γ )A −
δγw

δγw

Using (7) to substitute for

nF
= 0. Thus the second and third column elements of the first row of
1− γ

the matrix vanish. This implies that
this can be rewritten:

(1 − γ )A − L = 0.

dp
dn *
(1 − γ )(1 − L) . Using (6),
dn
are zero and
=−
and
dN
FN
dN
dN

dn / n
1− L
.
=−
dN / N
L

A4 Welfare Effects for Case 2

The indirect utility function in the home country is determined by using (A7) in (15):
U=

1−γ w − A
A1−δ − 1
+ (n + n *) γ
,
p
1−δ

(A9)

The welfare effect consists of two components. There is a direct effect from the change in n and
an indirect effect via the consumption of agricultural goods. Thus:
1−γ


1− 2γ w − A
γ
(
)
+
dU  1 − γ
n
n
*

(n + n *) γ
=
+  A −δ −
dN  γ
p
p




 
 dA  dn ,
 dn  dN
 

where dA/dn follows from (16d). However, the term in brackets in front of dA/dn is zero. This
follows from utility maximization. A formal proof consists of inserting for c and m in (A2). It
follows that λp = (n + n *)

1−γ

γ

. Thus the term in brackets is reduced to A −δ − λ . This is zero due

to the first-order condition (A1). Thus the welfare effect is
1− 2γ
dU 1 − γ
(n + n *) γ wL dn ,
=
dN
γ
p dN

where w(1-L) has been used for A. dU/dN is strictly negative.
This result carries over to the foreign country because of symmetry. In the asymmetric
case considered in Section 5, the foreign country's indirect utility function turns out to be
1−γ w * + R * − A
A1−δ − 1
,
U=
+ (n + n *) γ
p
1−δ
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where R* is the land-rent income. Since wage rate and land rent are unaffected by land
expansion in the home country if prices are constant, the comparative static results carry over
from the home country to the foreign country even in the asymmetric case.

A5 Feasibility of condition (26)

It is to be shown that the condition

2(1 − γ )A
Fw
=
,
γδ (n + n *) 1 − γ

(26)

is feasible and in particular that it does not contradict (24), which determines L* as a function of
L, and n* as a function of n. Assume the following parameters:

α =γ = F =

v* 1
= .
v
2

(A10)

This implies F*=1/4. Moreover assume that the home country does not produce the
manufactured good, but nevertheless all the monopolistic-competition first-order conditions
hold. I.e. the manufacturing sector is a marginal sector in the sense that the first domestic
producer entering this market would make a zero profit. Thus,
n = L = 0.

(A11)

Using (A.10) and (A.11) in equation (24) yields
L* =

15
15
and n* = .
16
8

(A12)

Euqation (26) can be rewritten by using n=0 inserting form (21) for 2A:

w + w * + R * − n * pq =

γδFn * w
.
(1 − γ )2

Dividing by w on both sides, using (5) to eliminate p, (6) to eliminate q, (20d) to substitute for
R* and noting that w*/w=v/v* yields

1+

α v
v
(1 − L *) − Fn * = γδFn *2
+
v * 1−α v *
1 − γ (1 − γ )

(A13)

Using the assumptions about parameters, (A10), and (A11) yields
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1+ 2 +

1 15 15δ
−
=
8 8
8

and it follows that δ =

2
. Thus, there exists a combination of parameters such that (26) is
3

satisfied. Of course, it is possible to find a continuum of other parameter combinations such that
(26) holds.
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